


ɉɥȥಐĂටଜޏɈෂɁȩ౺ȧȹட౯!Ĩʀ˂ʎʱʑட݄!Ĩ/ă

ྒடɉɼʆ˂ʑɬࣅɄਡݦɅຩȞȹȺȫɁɄȩĂ

ɄᅤɬబɅȾȫĂʏɿɼʇʑʬɺɅൣȯɦɥ

˃ʥʍˋʑɈൣଞɁɜȜɤɘȱȹă

ŃHpe!Tbwf!Uif!RvffońɉĂౘȜɥྒடɈᆵɈෂɁɜĂ

Ʌൎȳɥઽ౬Ʌᄆȱɘȱȹă

Ķʃʠ˂ʛʇ///Ăʯ˅ʞʑʗˋʠ///Ă

ૐȹȻɉວȲɢȠɅతɬఒȲɀȞɘȳă!

ȷɦȺȫɁယɁɉɄȞɁȱɡȠȥĤĉĩķ

ȷɭɄྒடɈෂັ౼తɅऽڷɬȱɀĂ

ȭɈʐʽʀ˂Ĝɬɤɘȱȹă

!ɘȹĂʱ˃ĆʀʵʛʇɈ૪ൣɉĂ

ബɅཡ๐ȱĂȦݛဦცɞএൣ॑ဦޟ࡙

ʀʡˇĜʟɻɺˋʑʗɼ˃Ȧާȥɦȹ૪ൣɁɜȜɤɘȳă!

ȭɈʏ˂ĜʒɁɉĂȷɈʑʗɼ˃ȥɣɼˋʑʬ˄ĜʏʿˋɬຶɀĂ

ʙʻĜʸɞʙɿĜˋɬ౫ȱɘȱȹă

โɄˇʛʇʑɬȠɈɁɉɄȩĂ୷ᇣȱȹఊఱɈɁཾێ!!

ࣺɬȽɀʙʻĜʸɬȽɀȞɘȳă

Ń!Hpe!Tbwf!Uif!Rvffo!ńɅൣȯɦɥʗʛʓ˃ʙʻĜʸɉĂ

ʀʡˇĜʟɻɺˋʑʗɼ˃Ɉʀ˄ʄˋʑɬএȱɀȞɘȳă

A long time ago, ” Queen Elizabeth ”was a noble woman
 in a male-dominated society.
Not only did she lead Britain to power, 
but she was also a highly educated woman.
She was also a highly educated woman and a champion 
of the Renaissance, as exemplified by Shakespeare.
Among her many charms,
< God Save The Queen > has chosen to focus on 
her attitude to religion.
 ĶCatholicism... Catholicism... Protestantism... 
We all believe in the same God. Isn't that enough…?ķ
 It is in honour of her Middle Way spirit that 
we have created this piece of jewellery.

The Belle Epoque was also a time of rapid development 
of mechanical civilisation and modern art and culture, 
and the opening of the Edwardian style. 
In this series, we have created charms 
and chains inspired by this style.
Rather than using standard wax, the models are 
hand-cut from silver by skilled craftsmen. 
The tassel charm, represented by "God Save The Queen", 
represents the elegance of the Edwardian style.
　



　



¥16,000
(without tax)

15AO-250SV Elizabeth Coin 
With Diamond Ring

Silver Plated Brass , Brass & Diamond
Size : About #17,5 / U.S.A. Muslin Pouch

(without tax)
¥9,000

(without tax)
¥16,00015AO-251BRS Elizabeth Coin 

With Diamond Ring

Brass , Silver Plated Brass & Diamond 
Size : About #17,5 / U.S.A. Muslin Pouch

15AO-826 Elizabeth Coin Key Holder

Silver Plated Brass 
U.S.A. Muslin Pouch



¥6,000
(without tax)

14AH-410

¥6,000
(without tax)

hallmark beads blacelet -onyx-

(without tax)

14AH-414

silver, onyx, cotton cord, waxed cord
16.5~25.5cm / sari pouch

14AH-411

¥10,000

silver, coral, cotton cord, waxed cord
16.5~25.5cm / sari pouch

hallmark beads blacelet -coral- ¥6,000
(without tax)

14AH-412 hallmark beads blacelet -river stone-

silver, river stone, cotton cord, waxed cord 
16.5~25.5cm / sari pouch

14AH-413 hallmark beads blacelet -turquoise-

silver, turquoise, cotton cord, waxed cord 
16.5~25.5cm / sari pouch

hallmark beads blacelet -lapis-

silver, lapis lazuri, cotton cord, waxed cord 
16.5~25.5cm / sari pouch

(without tax)
¥10,000

God Save The Queen
























